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Prototype #1 Prototype #2
Framtidsgator (Future streets) Levande gator (Living streets)

Concept design for prototypes
The participants in the DesignWorkshops helped

articulate various different components involved in a street

retrofit mission, ranging from landscaping to governance

and infrastructure. As described previously, subsequent

synthesis by the Vinnova team, chunking and identifying

patterns and types, led to a portfolio of concepts, with

which to organise and shape initial prototypes. These

prototypes are designed to run alongside each other in a

portfolio, testing similar aspects of the Streets model yet in

different ways. They are supported by an array of related

projects and activities, which Vinnova coordinates in a

wider porfolio. Additionally, at this first stage, a ‘pre-study’

desktop research project concerning logistics and retail

(Conductor and Delivery elements, below), was conducted

by RISE at Chalmers University.

The DeliveryThe Conductor

The Conductor
—
Led via co-design
process with
adjacent schools

The Conductor
—
Modular ‘kit of parts’
enables citizen-led
decision-making

The Socket
—
Early concept
development for
electric charging

The Janitor
—
Maintenance issues
considered early

The Delivery
—
Early integration of
e-commerce and
other logistics

Framtidsgator
Future streets

Levande gator
Living streets

TheHotspot

The Hotspot
—
Basic active
transport integration

TheHotspot
—
Bike, cargo bike,
scooter, shared car
parking/charging

The Garden

The Garden
—
Simple green
infrastructure

The Garden
—
Modular approach to
light ‘green and blue
infrastructure’

The Socket The JanitorThe Parklet

The Parklet
—
Integration of
Levande gator
modules

The Parklet
—
Extensible and
modular system for
existing streets

Street Prototypes

Orchestration,
governance, and
management, real-
time and otherwise.

Consolidation points
for micromobility and
active and shared
transport, comprising
parking, charging,
data, and
maintenance.

Green+blue
infrastructure, incl.
management and
maintenance, with
sustainable urban
drainage, canopies,
heating, gardening &c

Modular, scalable
street furniture for
existing kerbside and
parking spaces. Open
systems specified,
built, and operated by
citizens themselves.

Integrated digital/
physical/legal public
infrastructure, esp. for
energy and civic
sensors, supported by
data, networks and
other infrastructures.

This project is led by urban design firm Spacescape and with researchers from KTH,
working with Stockholms stad in particular. It addresses the complex interface
between school and street. This existing Vinnova-funded project was extended to
incorporate the ideas emerging from the Street mission design process. This in itself
indicates howmissions can absorb and align existing projects, rather than simply
create new ones, enabling steering across a portfolio.

This side of the mission is run by ArkDes, the national centre for architecture and
design, and funded by Vinnova. ArkDes will coordinate the design and build of a
‘universal kit of parts’ to deploy into cities for participative design. This is a set of
reconfigurable andmodular building blocks to support multiple applications in the
street, providing the core physical infrastructural for the Street mission. It will be
protoyped and tested, in public, through 2020, across multiple cities.

Maintenance,
scheduling, and
operations, real-time
and otherwise

Coordination and
operation of
commercial and
residential deliveries,
including scheduling
and infrastructure.
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The idea is to build elements that can spread 
across all streets, piece by piece, by working 
with local communities and municipalities, 
until the street is ready for fuller 
transformation.



Framtidsgator
Participative design



Design workshop 
System in the room
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CYKELLEKBANA
Markfärg och skejt/cykelhinder 
skapar äventyrlig lekbana för 
cykel separerad med påkörnings-
skydd från körbana.

UTEGYM
Utrustning monteras på trädäck 
täckt med tex fallskyddande 
gummigranulat. Räcke mot kör-
bana.

DANSBANA/SCEN
Platsbyggd träkonstruktion med 
trappor och ramp. Möjligt att 
fästa speglar, musikanlägg-
ning/USB-laddare till telefon i 
räcke mot körbana. Infällt busk-
träd skapar avskild vistelseyta på 
scenen.

INSEKTSHOTELL
Blommor och växter som attra-
herar bin och andra insekter, in-
sektshotell kan byggas i 
workshop med skolklasser  som 
del av undervisning om ekosys-
temtjänster.

UTEKLASSRUM
Bord kan användas för 
lunch/picknick och i undervis-
ning. Svart tavla monteras mot 
fasad.

MANDALA
Ett mönster målas med markfärg 
som sedan kan fyllas i som en ak-
tivitet för skolklasser.

SANDSTRAND
Platsbyggd träkonstruktion fylls 
med sand och solstolar, ham-
mock, parasoll/solsegel.

BOULDERVÄGG
Klättervägg monteras i sandlåda 
som fungerar som fallskydd.
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Urban boardwalk prototype
Prototyping systems as a portfolio

Inspiration - Boardwalks Wood - softening the look & feel of the city
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Prototype #2
Levandegator (Living streets)

Whilst Framtidsgator indicates how an entire street
can be retrofitted, Levandegator’s first prototype,
Urbanabryggor (Urban Boardwalk), proposes a
half-step, creating an adaptable ‘kit-of-parts’ that
can be deployed into existing parking spaces or
other street space. The Boardwalk is designed to
bemoved and installed quickly, yet be highly
durable, and equally, after the street is slowed,
greened, and re-oriented around people, place, and
environment, the kit’s jobmay be done, enabling a
more bespoke retrofit.

Capable of doingmultiple things, the intention is
that the kit will be co-designedwith residents and
users of the streets. Using open source framework
principles, applications can be created by people,
and shared across the system. The street decides
what kit is deployed: some streetsmaywant a

Original sketches by Lundberg Design indicate concept (above), and then subsequent product
development (below), exploring different uses. Plans (top-right) show location of the first
prototypes to be deployed into Framtidsgator, sitting alongside children-redesigned streets in
Stockholm. Drawings by Lundberg (on facing page) indicatemore precise first proposals.

garden, outdoor gym and playground; othersmay
want cafés, stalls, meeting spaces; all are likely to
want some form of personal and sharedmobility
support, such as bike stands, e-bike charging
units, scooter racks, car-sharing points, and
logistics drop-off points/e-commerce lockers. As
these prototypes develop, there will be increased
emphasis on ‘green and blue infrastructure’, like
vegetation, bioswales, and urban agriculture.

Whilst the decision-making is coordinated by the
street itself, adapting buildingmanagement
practices, themunicipality helps coordinate. It also
owns the elements, in terms of capital cost.
Maintenance can be shared across street and
municipality. Local timbermanufacturing is used
for construction, enabling sustainability,
customisation, adaptation, and patina.


